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Colour Competence
Paint is an elementary material, which protects and beautifies
the human habitat and thus keeps it for following generations.

For more than 80 years JONAS has been well-known for
experience with high quality and user friendly paints. 

We have always demanded high standards for raw materials
used in our production line as well as for the manufacturing
processes themselves. 
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As an owner-managed company with family tradition JONAS has
kept the liberty to follow its own ideas and principles. 

This independency makes us strong and helps JONAS to be a reliable,
innovative and flexible partner for wholesalers and painters. 

Consequently the best conditions for long-lasting partnerships.
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Qual i ty  and innovat ion
A thorough quality control of all raw materials and finished products is the
guarantee for the top quality of JONAS products. 

Through ambitious, innovative and responsible research we have an
ongoing development of our products and thus keep the product quality
on a top level. 

In the long term we can only convince you with ongoing development. 
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Development,  product ion
and qual i ty  control  
For the satisfaction of our customers we always try to overcome
boundaries and to set new standards - from the fully automated
production to the most modern filling lines. 

This makes JONAS not only one of the most innovative but also one
of the mostly automated paint manufacturers worldwide. 

This allows us to offer the professional users and paint specialists the
highest degree of constant product quality.  Now and in future.
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The JONAS product range is oriented to the needs of our
customers and professional users. 

For us the ongoing exchange of experiences with our partners
in the specialist trade and craft industry is most important.
This is the base and motivation for the development of our
products.

P roduct range
Paints for interior use

Paints for exterior use

Silicone- / silicate-based products

Plasters

Tinting paints

Primers

Isolation paints

Glue for wallpapers

Special products

Spray Finish
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There is an ongoing trend towards
environmentally friendly paints. In fact
it completes the picture of JONAS
being particularly responsible in this
respect. 

Pay attention to this button! 
It is important
what is inside!
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The MIX range
The most important paints for interior and exterior use of our product range are
also available as bases for tinting. This means that you can get the classic
product qualities in all ready-mix colours directly at your specialist trader.

JONAS MIX range in round buckets 
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Pr ivate Label
Together with and working for our partners we develop private label
concepts which correspond to the specific demands of our customers with
respect to products and product range.

We guarantee the qual i ty.

You specify the name.
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Cert i f ied Qual i ty  
Beyond profitability and efficiency also the sustainability of a product has a high
influence on purchase decisions. Noting that there is a rising demand for sensitive
living areas JONAS decided to produce the majority of their product range without
the addition of preservatives.

Due to continuously changing requirements for construction coatings, there are
various tests giving proof of a consistent, environmentally friendly and practical
product quality.

Numerous JONAS products have passed the tests successfully and now are
certified products.  

Prüfinstitut
Lacke/Farben



Sales,  t ra in ing
Innovative products, highly qualified and motivated employees from
sales, marketing and application technology are the basis for
competitiveness and market success together with our customers. 

Product and application training, seminars and continuous professional
development are integral parts of the service and marketing activities
at JONAS.

For us the ongoing exchange of experiences with our partners
in the specialist trade and craft industry
is most important.
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24-hour del ivery serv ice
In the same way as you can rely on our quality our logistics competence will also
convince you. The whole production process - from the first drop of paint to the
loading and delivery - is designed for outstanding performance.

Most modern manufacturing lines and a high production and logistics capacity
make it possible: our unique JONAS 24-hour delivery service.

….you can rely on us!
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….you can re ly  on us

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

JONAS Farbenwerke GmbH & Co. KG
Dieselstraße 42-44 · 42489 Wülfrath

Phone +49 (0) 20 58-789-0
Fax +49 (0) 20 58-789-55

www.jonas-farbenwerke.de


